ABSTRACT: Protein crystals have many important applications in many fields, including pharmaceutics. Being more stable than other formulations, and having a high degree of purity and bioavailability, they are especially promising in the area of drug delivery. In this contribution, the development of a continuously operated tubular crystallizer for the production of protein crystals has been described. Using the model enzyme lysozyme, we successfully generated product particles ranging between 15 and 40 μm in size. At the reactor inlet, a protein solution was mixed with a crystallization agent solution to create high supersaturations required for nucleation. Along the tube, supersaturation was controlled using water baths that divided the crystallizer into a nucleation zone and a growth zone. Low flow rates minimized the effect of shear forces that may impede crystal growth. Simultaneously, a slug flow was implemented to ensure crystal transport through the reactor and to reduce the residence time distribution.
■ INTRODUCTION
In the past, protein crystallization was mainly used for protein structure determination. To date, about 90% of all protein structures have been determined by employing protein crystals for X-ray crystallography.
1 On the basis of their threedimensional (3D) structure, protein crystals are considered fragile since they lack a spherical interaction field present in small molecules and rather depend on attractive forces of specifically arranged amino acid residues. 2 Nevertheless, protein crystallization has become increasingly important, and new applications have been developed, for example, purification of single proteins from complex protein extracts. In this context, crystallization can partly replace other purification techniques, such as preparative chromatography which usually is more expensive and time-consuming. 3 In contrast to X-ray crystallography, here the production of large crystals free from lattice imperfections is no longer required, but focus lies on the separation from dissolved impurities in a rapid and economic manner. 4 Other applications include the use as biocatalysts, where protein crystals in the form of cross-linked enzyme crystals (CLECs) are often more suitable than soluble or conventionally immobilized enzymes since they have a high activity-tovolume ratio. Moreover, stability is improved with respect to various denaturants (e.g., heat, mechanical shear forces, organic solvents, and pressure). 5 Cross-linkers, such as glutaraldehyde, prevent the crystals from redissolving and make them easy to handle and recyclable. 6 Significant research efforts have been devoted to protein crystals used in drug delivery. In this field, their mechanical stability and other favorable characteristics enable efficient delivery options beyond intravenous infusion. The crystalline state offers protection from proteolytic enzymes, and thus, may increase bioavailability. Proteins may be used directly in inhalation therapy, as the lung can be accessed for the drug delivery of large molecules, without the need for parenteral routes. Dissolution characteristics are more predictable, and sustained release may be obtained. 7 Moreover, they offer high purity, which is essential in applications as pharmaceutical formulations. In addition, based on the high stability, protein crystals greatly facilitate storage and transport, being another option beyond lyophilization. Pechenov et al. 8 demonstrated that crystallized α-amylase incorporated into in situ formable gels remained fully active after 260 days at 4°C, in contrast to amorphous formulations that lost 43−45% of their activity. Similar results for protein crystals were reported earlier. 9, 10 These findings suggest that they can be used in injectable controlled-release systems, offering a number of advantages (e.g., convenience of use due to reduced number of applications, simplicity of system fabrication, and improved process economics). 8 As the most concentrated form of protein, the crystalline state is considered to be very effective when high drug doses have to be applied to a certain delivery site.
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On the basis of the rising demand for protein crystals, largescale crystallization processes are increasingly important, particularly as the range of biotechnologically produced proteins is expanding. However, a systematic understanding of large-scale protein crystallization processes, especially with respect to scale-up, control, and optimization, is scarce. In general, scale-up of crystallization processes is not straightforward. This is even more true for protein crystals, as their structure and quality are highly dependent on the process conditions. Impeller tip speed, mean power input, and agitation rate are typically used as criteria for scale-up in technical-scale stirred batch crystallizers. 12 However, it is well-known that for all scale-up methods, mixing times, maximum shear rates, and local dissipation rates of turbulence vary vastly between small and large-scale systems. For mechanically fragile systems (such as proteins), this is problematic as in order to reach the same macro-mixing, much higher maximum shear rates are realized in the impeller zone.
Batch processes range from milliliter vessels in the laboratory to crystallizers with volumes in the range of cubic meters. Several studies with baffled/unbaffled and agitated/nonagitated vessels reported varying results concerning the growth rate, crystal habit, and average crystal size. High stirrer energy input and higher shear forces needed to disperse the particles and to eliminate the diffusion limitation proved to be detrimental for the formation of large protein crystals.
13−15 Most likely thereby the attachment of growth units to the surface of crystals is hindered, 14 and crystal breakage may be initiated. Over the last three decades, numerous studies have addressed the impact of shear forces on the growth rate of protein crystals. Even at very low fluid velocities, crystal growth rates have been shown to be influenced considerably. Durbin and Feher 16 were among the first to publish data on lysozyme crystals grown in a flow system. Here, convection currents were generated by recirculation of a lysozyme solution through a glass crystallization cell with continuous filtration using a peristaltic pump. With liquid velocities ranging between 0.04 and 0.6 mm/s inside the crystallization cell they reported constant growth rates. Contrasting results were obtained by Pusey et al., 13 who introduced crystals of lysozyme of <20 μm into a convective plume flow of lysozyme solution at 0.01−0.05 mm/s and observed a decrease in the growth rate by 90% or more after 8 to 20 h. These findings were confirmed by Nyce et al.
14 who used a closed-loop thermosyphon. Crystals were suspended at the velocity range of 5−15 mm/s, and facets became frosted; i.e., no more growth occurred. The authors suggested that shear forces limited the attachment of growth units. Underlining these conclusions, other authors reported that a weak forced convection had an inhibitory effect on the growth rate of crystals in the size range of 100−300 μm. 17 Vekilov and Rosenberger 15 suspected that the influence of "flow-enhanced transport of growth inhibiting impurities to the interface" was responsible for the decrease in the crystal growth rate. At two supersaturation levels (σ 1 = 1.0 and σ 2 = 1.4 with σ = ln(c/c*)), they observed significantly decreased growth rates and step velocities at relative flow velocities of >0.25 mm/s. Thus, in summary even small shear forces and the micro-fluidic environment have a significant impact on the growth rate of protein crystals.
The influence of stirrer power input on the crystal size distribution and protein concentration in the supernatant was investigated using small-scale agitated batch crystallizers. 18 By applying a low impeller power input of 12 W/m 3 , after more than 40 h a mean crystal size of ∼25 μm was reached, compared to ∼20 μm at 640 W/m 3 . The yield of the process, however, was not negatively affected by the increased power input. According to the literature, higher stirrer speeds can reduce the onset time of batch crystallization and decrease the formation of crystal agglomerates. 19 Depending on the NaCl concentration and temperature, the solubility of lysozyme varies drastically, from beyond 100 g/L to close to zero at pH4.6. 20, 21 To date, several studies have been published identifying temperature as a crucial parameter for protein crystallization (in addition to control of supersaturation via crystallization agent or pH).
22−26 A series of proteins has shown pronounced susceptibility to temperature regarding crystallization behavior, particularly at low salt concentrations. 24,27−29 This suggests its use to alter supersaturation in a rapid and reversible way and offers advantages, such as precise control and constant solution composition.
On the basis of the previous work of our group, 30−33 we developed a novel tubular crystallizer for continuous (and possibly large-scale) production of protein crystals. Lysozyme was used as a model protein. With sodium chloride (NaCl) as a crystallization agent, the temperature and thus supersaturation were fine-tuned via water baths to achieve controlled nucleation followed by crystal growth. Lorber et al. 34 reported that a desired supersaturation can be achieved by modifying different parameters (e.g., temperature, pH, protein and crystallization agent concentration). Thus, for the same supersaturation growth can occur at different rates. Furthermore, they showed that high supersaturation promotes nucleation and that high growth rates were observed at the lowest supersaturation levels. In contrast, Forsythe et al. 35 suggested that impurity effects of commercial lysozyme were hampering crystal growth at low supersaturation levels and stressed the importance of high supersaturation for high growth rates. In our work, the temperature profile in the continuous reactor was designed according to the latter findings.
One advantage of our system is that the supersaturation profile can be easily controlled via the local temperature along the tubular crystallizer. Moreover, support of crystal transport in the crystallizer via a slug flow ensures a narrow residence time distribution. Scale-up is not necessary in such crystallizers as high product quantities can be obtained by installation of parallel tubes and/or running the systems for longer times. Thus, no differences between crystals made in the development phase and during production are expected, and surprises during process scale-up are eliminated. Lastly, the setup minimizes shear forces. Several studies (cited above) showed that high shear rates are detrimental for crystal growth. In our system we assume that the low shear forces in our reactor contribute to relatively high average growth rates. (Figure 2 ). The total volumetric flow rate (liquid + gas) was 0.36 mL/min, which equals a total linear flow rate of 1.9 mm/s.
In the tubular reactor, three sections with different temperatures were selected in order to induce different phenomena, i.e., nucleation in the first section, crystal growth in the second, and then final growth to achieve a high yield in the third section. These sections were designed based on solubility data from the literature as shown in Table  1 with lysozyme solubility data at 4% NaCl.
Although the concentration of NaOAc buffer in Table 1 varies between 0.05 and 0.1 M, which has a significant influence on ionic strength and lysozyme solubility, we couldbased on these data design a supersaturation trajectory for the proposed setup. The concept of our continuously operated tubular crystallizer was to achieve high supersaturation at the inlet in order to induce nucleation in a particle-free solution. Reportedly, the supersaturation barrier for the formation of protein crystal nuclei can be significantly larger than 1 due to their structural complexity. 24 On the basis of solubility data from Cacioppo et al. 37 and Forsythe et al., 21 the initial supersaturation of our experiments was chosen to be about S = 10. S equals the actual concentration (c) divided by the equilibrium concentration (c*), i.e., S = c/c*. The same commercial lysozyme product was chosen by Hekmat et al. 38 for vapor diffusion experiments and batch crystallization in agitated milliliter-scale vessels. By performing a series of experiments, they were able to draw a quantitative phase diagram in order to define precipitation curves for different vessel geometries and agitation frequencies. With increasing agitation rates, the precipitation boundary moved toward lower supersaturations, thereby reducing the nucleation zone. In their proposed phase diagram, our process settings are chosen to be well inside the nucleation zone.
The temperature of the first water bath was determined by the supersaturation ratio (S) required for nucleation (around 10). A reduction of the initial lysozyme concentration by 10% (to 45 g/L) was intended to occur in the first water bath, determining the length of the first section. In the next sections, supersaturation was chosen to be below the critical nucleation level in order to promote growth of nuclei to macroscopic crystals. Accordingly, the supersaturation is reduced from S = 10 at the entrance of the first water bath to S = 8 (values estimated from solubility data, see Table 1 ) in the second water bath. This was found to minimize further nucleation, leading to optimal growth in the second section of the crystallizer. The temperature in the third water bath was chosen to account for the low lysozyme concentration and to increase crystal growth. A summary of the chosen design parameters is provided in Table 2 . A diagram showing the experimentally determined concentration levels and the estimated . Implementation of the slug flow. Gas bubbles separate the liquid flow into segments to achieve the optimal transport of crystals along the reactor and a narrow residence time distribution (adapted from Besenhard et al. 31 ). saturation gradient along the tubular crystallizer is provided in Figure  3 .
To obtain good heat transfer and to avoid the formation of folds and creases that may potentially obstruct free particle flow, the reactor tube was loosely coiled on metal cylinders (Ø = 21.5 cm) immersed in the water baths. At the outlet of the crystallizer, samples were collected for analysis. For the microscopic examination samples of the suspension were directly dripped on the microscope slides. The yield of the process was determined via spectrophotometric measurements. Product samples were taken by dripping the product suspension into Eppendorf tubes. Crystals could now be separated from the suspension via centrifugation (15000g, 20°C, 2 min, centrifuge: Hettich 320R, Tuttlingen, Germany), and the remaining concentration of lysozyme in the supernatant was determined photometrically at 280 nm by comparing it to a lysozyme standard (extinction coefficient A 280nm = 2.48).
For every experimental condition five identical experiments were carried out.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Yield and Crystal Size Distribution of the Continuous Crystallization Process. The concentrations of lysozyme in the supernatant at the exit of each water bath are shown in Table 3 together with standard deviation between five experiments at a total linear flow rate of 1.9 mm/s.
The yield of the process was calculated by analyzing the concentration of lysozyme at the inflow and outflow. Starting at 49.9 g/L, the concentration in the supernatant dropped to 45.1 g/L after the first water bath (nucleation zone). After the second water bath which had a slightly higher temperature, the concentration dropped to 29.5 g/L. At the outlet of the crystallizer, the final concentration was 15.8 g/L, which corresponds to an overall yield of the process of 68% with a residence time of 113.4 min. Although the differences in operating temperatures in the three zones of the continuous crystallizer may appear small, they are optimal to minimize nucleation in water bath 2 and 3 and to simultaneously guarantee high growth rates throughout the reactor. This was confirmed by microscope analysis when increased numbers of microcrystals obtained during experiments at lower temperature in water bath 2 and 3, respectively.
Obviously, the length of the nucleation zone has an impact on the product crystals and can be adapted to meet particular requirements. The chosen value is a good compromise between the size of crystals produced, the crystal size distribution, and the obtained yield. The overall length of the crystallizer was limited by nonuniform flow patterns potentially caused by exceeding air volumes inside the reactor. The use of bigger air slugs or smaller bubble intervals contributed to this phenomenon, coupled with higher flow rates or smaller production rates.
Figures 4 and 5 show a microscope picture and the number density distribution q 0 (x) of the product (image data analysis of 1383 crystals by ImageJ).
In contrast to agitated systems (data not shown here), we achieved the formation of well-defined crystals and high yields within short residence times in a tubular crystallizer. Running the crystallizer at a low average velocity of 1.9 mm/s ensured a laminar flow and very low shear forces at the surface of the particles. Mixing induced by the air bubbles proved to be sufficient to overcome sedimentation of crystals inside the reactor. In experiments without introduction of air slugs, crystal transport was ineffective, leading to a high residence time distribution and possible accumulation of crystals inside the crystallizer. Moreover, product analysis of these experiments showed increased numbers of crystals aggregates.
In our experiments, apparent growth rates of up to 25 μm/h were observed, which agrees well with the data obtained by Forsythe et al., 21, 39 who performed growth rate studies at pH 4.0, 5% NaCl, and 22°C. Face growth rates were about 35 μm/ h for very high supersaturation levels of S = 25 and were below 1 μm/h at supersaturation levels <10 in a quiescent fluid (apparatus described by Pusey 40 ). We conclude that nucleation of lysozyme crystals at high supersaturation levels (S = 10) was achieved in our continuous crystallizer. Comparing our results to experiments referenced above, where shear forces proved to be detrimental to protein crystal growth, in our reactor the attachment of growth units to form macroscopic crystals was not significantly hindered by shear. Furthermore, formation of amorphous protein precipitate was avoided.
In the experiments crystal aggregation was observed in individual samples of 2 out of 5 experiments. The overall number of crystal aggregates, though, was small and therefore did not impact the number density distribution significantly. Sizes of aggregates were found to range from 50 μm to as large as 250 μm. The effect was increased at reduced flow rates (see Figure 6 ). Thus, low shear forces inside the reactor support the formation of crystal aggregates as contact times between crystals are considerably increased, facilitating intergrowth. At elevated flow rates (average velocity of 3.8 mm/s), aggregation was inhibited, and there was a substantial decrease in average crystal size and yield.
These findings are in line with preliminary tests using batch reactors (see Supporting Information) in our study. Without agitation, crystals of over 100 μm in size (most of which were sticking to the wall) were obtained within 24 h in the 10 mL batch experiments. An agitation speed of 180 rpm led to the formation of a crystalline suspension with crystals not exceeding 100 μm within the same time range. Higher power input led to the formation of mostly amorphous protein precipitate. Agitated batch crystallizers of industrial scale impart high shear forces which are detrimental to the fragile 3D structure of proteins and their respective crystals. Moreover, by interaction with surfaces (potentially enhanced by agitation), the formation of amorphous precipitate is likely to be induced. 41 This confirms the need for the development of new high-throughput protein crystallization processes.
Initial concentrations in our experiments allowed crystallization temperatures around room temperature. This is advantageous considering the general sensitivity of proteins to high temperatures (less relevant for the model protein we used) and the potential to increase the yield by cooling the suspension to lower temperatures.
■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In our work, we describe a novel tubular crystallizer for protein crystallization, which operates in a continuous way. Its dimensions (inner diameter: 2 mm, overall length: 13 m) and a total linear flow rate of 1.9 mm/s allowed crystal growth at a rate found for quiescent conditions and the production rates of close to 1 g/h (0.72 g/h). Lysozyme was chosen as a model protein since it can be crystallized in a straightforward manner. Moreover, its solubility can be controlled over a wide range via changes in the solution temperature. Using a syringe pump, a solution of 100 g/L lysozyme at pH 4.6 was mixed with a crystallization-agent solution of NaCl. The resulting concentrations of 4% NaCl, 50 g/L lysozyme, and 0.05 M acetate buffer led to a supersaturation of S = 10 to allow nucleation. By the use of water baths with various temperatures for supersaturation control, the nucleation zone of the crystallizer was separated from the growth zone where supersaturation was kept at S ≈ 8−5.
Specifically, the main results of our work are • Lysozyme crystals of 15−40 μm with intact shapes were produced with a residence time of less than 2 h in a continuous system. • Production rates of 0.72 g/h were obtained.
• Shear forces inside the reactor proved to be low enough to allow crystal growth at a high rate and crystal breakage was prohibited.
• Formation of amorphous precipitate was prevented during the process. Protein formulations based on crystallized proteins may have better properties than current protein formulations, such as lyophilizates or aqueous solutions. In terms of resuspendability, syringeability, and injectability, crystalline material of this size may be well suited for pharmaceutical applications. Information about parameters and the reactor used for preliminary agitated tests. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
